LESSON 5
FLYING THE AEROCHUTE

Aim: To understand the basic handling skills of the Aerochute

PREPARATION FOR FLIGHT
Before attempting to fly the pilot should consider if he is fully fit and ready to fly. Remember that flying is
not like driving as car, you cannot pull over to the side of the road and sort out any problems!
The Human Factors Course covers pilots attitude and readiness to fly in detail but in the meantime, some of
the factors you should consider are:

ATTITUDE: It is the pilots attitude that determines how safe recreational flying is.
SAFETY
Always think safety! Safe flying practices ensure:
Protection of the student and instructor.
Protection of onlookers and other third party's.
Protection of the Aerochute and equipment.
Protection of other peoples property.
Protection against liability.
DRUGS and AlCOHOL
No alcohol or drugs 8 hours prior to flying.
0.02% Blood Alcohol Limitation is a RAA requirement.
WEATHER
Check forecasts and ALWAYS keep your eyes open for changes.
CLOTHING
Warm clothes and sun protection. Always wear a helmet and gloves. Don’t wear scarves or loose clothing as they can
end up being pulled in by the propeller!

PREPARATION FOR FLIGHT
IF YOU ARE NOT 100% READY AND FIT TO FLY
– STAY ON THE GROUND!

AIRMANSHIP
AIRMANSHIP is a term which refers to the safe and efficient operation of the aircraft on
the ground and in the air.

Some Important aspects of Airmanship are:
LOOKOUT
It is important to constantly scan the horizon looking for other aircraft, ensuring to look to the
left/right/above and below you. Before you turn LOOK to ensure there is no-one where you want to
go, just as you do when driving a car. If there is another aircraft give way according to the rules of the
air.

FUEL
Always ensure you have sufficient fuel onboard. Note the take-off time, nominate a landing
time and ensure you land the aircraft with fuel in reserve. If in doubt, find a suitable landing
area and land to check the fuel.

TERRAIN
Ensure you fly over suitable terrain. Always ask yourself “Where will I land if the engine fails?”
If you are flying over trees or terrain that is unsuitable for landing, fly at a safe height that will allow
you to glide to a clear area.

ENGINE
Always listen to the engine for unusual noises and monitor the engine gauges if equipped.
If in doubt, find a suitable area and LAND.

PREPARATION FOR FLIGHT – CHECKS
CHECKS: Pilots are to complete all checks and drills for both their own and others safety.
If something is found wrong on the ground – FIX IT BEFORE YOU FLY!
If something is found wrong airborne – ASSES THE SITUATION AND ACT ACCORDINGLY.

Note: It is the PILOTS responsibility to ensure the checks are correctly done.

ONLY THE PILOT IN COMMAND SHOULD DO THEM!

PREPARATION FOR FLIGHT – CHECKS
Pre-Flight Inspection
The aircraft pre-fight inspection is contained in the Aerochute Operators Manual and Student
Package. The checks are completed from memory and should be done prior to each flight. The
checks are started at the front nose wheel of the aircraft and completed in a anti-clockwise
direction when viewed from above. Familiarization with the Aerochute will enable you to quickly
see if anything is “different” or wrong with the Aerochute in the inspection.

Engine Warm Up
Take-off should not be attempted if the engine is cold. Warm the engine in accordance with the
Aerochute Operators Manual. For the warm up, place the nose wheel against a solid object,
such as the wheel of your trailer and ensure that the area is clear and the propeller wash will
not be directed at any person. Ensure there are no objects under the propeller that may get
sucked up into the propeller when the engine is running. Prior to starting the engine, call
“Clear Prop”
to warn others that the engine is about to be started. When the engine is running ensure you
stand on the side of the ignition switches so the engine can be quickly turned off if required.

Pre-Flight and In-Flight Checks
These are written on the inside of the Head Plate and may be read directly (but it is easiest to
remember them!)

PROCEDURE FOR FLIGHT - TAKE-OFF
1. Arriving at the field:
Check in with the duty pilot
to determine any local rules
and procedures which must
be followed. For example:
circuit directions, no fly areas
etc.

2. Determine the circuit
direction that is being flown
and take your Aerochute to
the downwind end of the
field.
3. Ensure you are CLEAR of the field:
Pre-Flight the Aerochute. Warm engine
for 3 minutes, check ignition and turn
off. Remove parachute from its bag and
place on the seat .

4. If clear of landing aircraft:
Move the aircraft to the take-off location if possible leaving room for landing
aircraft. Lay out the chute then strap in. Complete the before take-off checks,
start the aircraft and get airborne.

REMEMBER: Maintain a vigilant LOOKOUT when moving on or around the airfield!

PROCEDURE FOR FLIGHT - LANDING

1. On final approach:
Check the field is clear of aircraft
preparing for take-off, check wind
direction and land.

3. When clear of the
field:
Post-Flight the
Aerochute and prepare
for transport. Then
complement each other
on a fine days flying!

2. After landing:
Fly the chute down and come to a stop.
Unstrap, knot then daisy chain the parachute
lines and secure the chute on the seat of the
Aerochute. Push the aircraft clear of the field.

CLEAR THE LANDING AREA ASAP!

THE TAKE-OFF
The Take-off procedure:
•Pre flight check
•Warm the engine
•Set up the chute on the runway into wind
•Pre take-off checks
•Start the engine
•Inflate the canopy
•Take-off

The Take-off:
•Arrange your seat harness so that you can look back over
the top of the engine and see the center cell on the ground.
Keep your eyes on the chute during the take-off.
•Initially apply full power – The prop wash will inflate the
chute and lift it off the ground and the Aerochute will move
forward. Keep your eyes on the parachute as it travel up to
the overhead.

•Power is then adjusted to maintain enough wind into the
chute to keep it above you. On a strong wind day less
power will be required than on a calm day.
If not enough power is used to move forward the chute will
lift up out of the prop wash then begin to fall back down

•Check the chute is central and inflated correctly with no
tucks or folds.
•If corrections need to be made, reduce the power so that
the chute remains inflated but you are not accelerating.
Make the corrections. On a windy day you can reduce the
power more than on a calm day.

Propwash

•When the chute is open correctly and centered, full power
and continue the take-off.
•Once airborne and clear of obstacles, adjust the power for
a steady rate of climb to reduce engine wear.

THE TAKE-OFF
Effect of wind on the Take-off:
•On a windy day the parachute will catch the wind after the prop wash lifts it off the ground
and quickly lift above you. Hence you will need less power to keep the aircraft moving forward
to keep the chute inflated. Also, on a very windy day you may find that the Aerochute moves
backwards as the parachute lifts up. Let this happen and simply concentrate on getting the
chute centrally up, correctly inflated and continue with the take-off.
•On a clam day you must have some forward speed too continue to lift the chute up out of the
prop wash to the overhead position. So, on a calm day you need more power to keep the chute
inflated above you after it is out of the prop wash.

THE TAKE-OFF
Some points to remember:
• If there is a problem with the chute on take-off, reduce the power and fix it. Never get
airborne with a chute that is not correctly inflated!
• If you are taking a long time to correct the chute glance ahead to see where you are going.
• If the Parachute is directly above you then the Aerochute will not roll over in its side!

If in doubt – take off the power, cut then engine, fly the chute to the ground and set up again!
On a windy day, if you have to abort the take-off remember to always control the parachute so
it doesn’t drag you and the Aerochute downwind on the field. The best way to do this is to
reach up behind the top plate, grab hold of the steering line and pull it in towards you to
control the parachute and stop it inflating. Keep the line firmly in your hand as you unstrap
from the Aerochute (see strong wind landings later in this chapter).

THE TAKE-OFF
Factors effecting the length of the take off roll and initial climb:
•Once the parachute is correctly inflated, full power will reduce the length of the take off roll and steepen
the initial climb angle.
•Applying 25% flare just before the normal take off speed is reached, the parachute will generate more lift
and take off quicker.
•When taking off with a headwind the Aerochute will reach flying speed quicker and get airborne in less
distance.
•If the ground is rough or there is long grass giving more rolling resistance, the take off length will be longer.
•More weight in the Aerochute will increase the take off distance.
•A hot day will increase the take off distance by up to 80%.

•Taking off from a higher elevation field will increase the take off distance by up to 80%.
•A wet parachute is more difficult to get up correctly above the Aerochute prior to takeoff. Consequently the
takeoff distance will usually be longer.

STRAIGHT FLIGHT
The current in a river causes a boat to “drift” downstream. Pointing the boat into the current will compensate for the drift.

Wind affects the Aerochute in a similar manner. Allowing for the drift will enable the Aerochute to remain on course.

STRAIGHT FLIGHT
Wind from the right
Your Heading is the direction
the aircraft is pointing

Drift

Your Track is your actual path
over the ground and is a result
of any crosswind
The difference between your
heading and track is called the
Drift angle.

The Toggles are used to change heading.
Pick an object in the distance and fly the Aerochute to it, allowing for drift.

LEVEL FLIGHT
In the Aerochute, Power is used to control the height.
When a long way from the ground you may not realize you are not flying level.
The altimeter indicates if we are level flight, climbing or descending.
If flying level, keep the distance between the horizon and the Aerochute frame constant.
If the power is reduced the nose lowers and the Aerochute descends.
If the power is increased the nose rises and the Aerochute climbs.

TURNING
Airmanship: LOOK OUT before you turn!

Medium Level Turns:
To turn apply approximately 50% flap to turn. The
more toggle used the larger the angle of bank and
the more rapid the turn.
In a turn we will need to apply power to maintain
height.
Release the toggle to resume straight flight and
reduce the power to that required for level flight.

Full Toggle Turns:
At altitude you don’t notice a descent in a turn but near the ground you do!
With 2 people on board and using full toggle in a turn, you may need FULL POWER to
maintain height. If this is still not enough, the technique to maintain height is to flare the
opposite toggle ”on-off-on-off” in a 1-2 second cycle. If still descending, release some of the
toggle in the turn to reduce the angle of bank.
AIRMANSHIP: Don’t turn close to the ground, you may descend into it. Start above 100 feet.

CLIMBING
LIFT

Power controls the rate of climb.
Full Power Climb = Full Throttle, used primarily
when dual or when taking off from an enclosed
area where you need the best rate of climb to
clear obstacles.
Cruise Climb = about ¾ power. This climb saves
fuel and reduces engine wear.
Flare = About 25% flare gives best climb rate, more
flare than this gives too much drag.
THRUST

Climbing Turns = Use enough flap to turn but not
enough to stop the climb.
To level off from the climb simply reduce the
engine power enough to that required for level
flight.

WEIGHT

Don’t use too much flap in the climb – it will reduce your climb rate

AIRSPEED and GROUNDSPEED
The Aerochute fly's through the air at a speed that is relative to the air only. That is, if the Aerochute is flying
at 30Kts through the air it will cut through the air at 30Kts both into the wind and downwind. This speed is
called AIR SPEED.
The speed the Aerochute fly’s over the ground is called GROUND SPEED. The difference between the
airspeed and groundspeed is the WIND. Wind will add or subtract to the airspeed to give a groundspeed, as
shown below. If the wind is from the 3 or 9 O'clock direction, the airspeed equals the groundspeed.
A tailwind gives a faster groundspeed and further distance flown over a fixed time.

30 Kts airspeed

No Wind

30 Kts Ground Speed

30 Kts airspeed

10 Kts headwind

20 Kts Ground Speed

30 Kts airspeed

10 Kts tailwind

40 Kts Ground Speed

EFFECT of WIND IN THE CLIMB
The rate of climb is determined by the amount of excess thrust from the engine, that is:

The rate of climb is not affected by the wind.
Climbing into a headwind will increase the angle of the climb, hence better obstacle clearance.
Climbing with a tail wind will reduce the angle of climb. In these conditions we must be careful
that obstacles in our flight path are able to be cleared.
No Wind
Ground speed

Head Wind

Tail Wind

Lower groundspeed,
greater climb angle.

Higher groundspeed,
lower climb angle.

Rate of climb

DESCENDING
There are 2 types of descent:
Powered Descent – where the power is reduced to below that for level flight
Glide Descent – where the power is reduced to idle
To enter a Powered Descent:

To level off from a descent:
Applying power sufficient to maintain level flight.
Power takes a few seconds to react and pitch the nose up so anticipate with the power to level
at the height you want.
Applying some flare will level quicker.

Descent rate high power

Power controls the rate of descent
and angle of descent

Descent rate low power

Reduced power below the power to maintain level flight. When this
happens the Aerochute nose lowers and the aircraft descends.
Using a lower power in the descent gives a higher rate of descent and
steeper angle of descent.

THE GLIDE DESCENT
When the power is reduced to idle we have a glide descent. This gives a faster descent rate and a steeper
angle of descent than a powered descent.
In a glide descent there is no power available to vary descent rate or
angle.

In a glide descent the glide range is approximately 4 times your height. The
point you are gliding to is approximately at the top of your toes when your
foot is on the throttle, however, this is effected greatly by the wind.
In a headwind you don’t glide as far and the point on the ground you are
gliding to is closer to you (below the top of your foot).
In a tailwind you glide further and the point you are
gliding to is further away (above the top of your foot).
Descent rate

Groundspeed
with a headwind
Groundspeed with
a tailwind

HEAD WIND will STEEPEN the descent angle and REDUCE the Glide Range.

THE GLIDE DESCENT
Effect of Flap:
25% flare reduces the descent rate and gives the best glide range.
50% flap gives the minimum descent rate but also
reduces the airspeed.
Descent rate
25% flap
Airspeed

Airspeed

Descent rate
no flap

25% flap gives the best glide range while 50% flap gives the slowest rate of descent.

AIRMANSHIP POINT: Don’t leave the power at idle too long – Engine cools excessively and oil may foul the plugs.

LOW FLYING
Of all phases of flight, low flying is the most hazardous
AIRMANSHIP:

Low flying is flight below 300 feet AGL
Low flying requires permission of the land owner
Only low fly over suitable terrain
Minimum of 100 meters from people, public roads and dwellings
Prepare for an engine failure at any time

HAZARDS:

Wind (drift and turbulence)
Trees
Power lines, particularly SWER
(single wire earth return)
Fences
Masts (with guide wires)
Rising ground
Birds
Weather: Sun
Wind shear
Turbulence

Encountering a downdraught at 500 feet may not
matter but at 15 feet it does!

LOW FLYING
Height Control at Low Level
Primary height control at low level is the Throttle
Secondary height control at low level is Flare

Power has a lag time before it takes affect
whereas Flap is almost immediate.
If a quick correction is required,
1. Apply flap and power together.
2. When the power takes effect, remove
the flap slowly.

AIRMANSHIP:

1. If there is any significant wind, low fly into the wind!
2. Don’t low fly over unsuitable terrain.

LOW FLYING
As we learnt in “turning”, the Aerochute will lose height in a turn.
The more toggle used means the greater Angle of Bank which means more height loss.
At 500 feet AGL you will not notice the height loss but at 15 feet you will!

When using FULL TOGGLE in a turn at low level:
• Full power may be needed to maintain level,
especially if dual with near full fuel.
• If still descending “pump” 50% of the opposite
toggle ON-OFF-ON-OFF using about a 1-2 second
cycle.
• If still descending, maintain full power and reduce
the turning toggle to reduce the angle of bank and
fly away from the ground.

AIRMANSHIP: LOOK before you turn!

LOW FLYING
AIRMANSHIP: Remain well clear of trees
In a turn the parachute is no longer directly above you. Be aware of where your
parachute is at low level and fly well clear of trees.

No Problem

BIG Problem!

Just because your cockpit is clear of the trees doesn’t mean your parachute is!

LOW FLYING
AIRMANSHIP: Always fly downwind of trees on a windy day
When flying in a crosswind, the Aerochute’s track across the ground will be downwind of
where it is pointing. This is due to the drift.

Intended Track

Wind from the left

UNSAFE Flight Path – Upwind of a tree

SAFE Flight Path – downwind of a tree.

LOW FLYING

AIRMANSHIP: Do not reduce power rapidly when near the ground
unless it is in the act of flaring to land.
At a lower power settings the Aerochute
has a lower nose attitude.

If the power is rapidly decreased the Aerochute, due to
inertia, swings past the stable lower power attitude
before swinging back. This initial overswing attitude has a
lower angle of attack and generates an initial high rate of
descent before the aircraft stabilizes.

Overswing
Stable attitude with
higher power

Stable attitude with
lower power

Stabilizes

If bringing the power back for a glide landing, do it at sufficient height for the rate of descent
to stabilize, preferably at 100ft or above.

LANDING
The landing techniques are described in the Aerochute Students
Package, page 20.
• On the final approach, the toggles are used to maintain the Aerochute
pointing in a constant direction into the wind and power is used to control the
descent angle and glide path.
•

Approaching the ground some flare is applied to reduce the rate of descent.

• Power is used to bring the Aerochute to a low pass at about 3 feet then the
power is taken off and flare applied to cushion the landing.
• Once the main wheels are on the ground the ignition is switched off and the parachute is flown to the ground using a
toggle.
• If a touch and go is being flown, as soon as the main wheels are on the ground the hands and toggles are moved up to
the head plate to remove any flare and the eyes are focused on the parachute to ensure it is centered. If the parachute is in
the center, full power is applied and the take off commenced.

Landing in a strong wind
• After landing in a strong wind it is important to control the parachute so it doesn’t get unintentionally inflated and
blown downwind, possibly pulling the Aerochute over on its side.
• After landing turn off the ignition then reach up behind the top plate, grasp one of the steering lines and pull the line
in several feet and hold it. This will effectively fly the parachute into the ground. By maintaining hold of the steering line as
you unstrap the trailing edge of the ram air cell is held upwind and the parachute cannot inflate.

MORE ON THE LANDING
The technique for landing on the previous page where the Aerochute is bought to a low pass then the power reduced
assumes that there is ample of field available . If the field is short then a slightly different more advanced technique is used.
If you wish to land in a shorted field:
•
•

•

•
•

Select a touchdown point close to the
beginning of the field such that obstacles can
be safely cleared.
As before, use toggle to control direction into
wind to the touchdown point.
Power is used to maintain the rate of
descent on finals so that a constant glidepath
is flown. This is seen as the touchdown point
constant and not moving up or down with
reference to the Aerochute.
At approximately 10 feet the flare is applied
to reduce the rate of descent to zero and
power is reduced to idle.
Practice with the power/flare coordination
ensures smooth consistent landings.

Toggle is used to
keep the Aerochute
pointing at the
touchdown point
and into wind
Aim point

X

If high, power is
reduced to get back
to correct glidepath,
then re-applied to
maintain
Power is used to
maintain a constant
glidepath to the
touchdown point.

A coordination of flare then power to
gently land the Aerochute on its rear
wheels

X

If low, power is increased
to get back to correct
glidepath, then reduced to
maintain

THE CIRCUIT PATTERN – NON AIRFIELD
The aim of the circuit is to provide a safe and orderly procedure where take-offs, landings and basic handling skills can be
practiced. The standard circuit is a rectangular shape orientated so the landing is always into wind. You can use your
altimeter or the height of trees to asses your circuit height.

DOWNWIND

Approx 150’
(2 tree heights)

CROSSWIND

FINAL

Touchdown
area

UPWIND
100’ minimum
before turning
(1 tree height)

Airmanship: Maintain 100 meters minimum between aircraft

Approx. 70 feet

BASE

Approx 250’ (3 tree heights)

Mature Gum Tree

Revision
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

15.
16.
17.
18.

What is the RAA blood alcohol limit for flying?
Who should complete the pre-flight checks?
What is Airmanship?
List 4 things that can be considered considering good airmanship.
What is drift?
When flying with a crosswind from the left, is the aircrafts track across the ground to the left or right of
the direction it is pointing?
What 2 things can we do to stop the Aerochute descending in a full toggle turn at low level?
Which control will stop the Aerochute descending quicker, flare or power application?
How much flap will give the best rate of climb?
The Aerochutes airspeed is slower with a headwind. True or False?
If the Aerochute is flying at 35Kts with a 10 Kt tailwind, what is its speed over the ground?
To clear an obstacle after take-off, is it better to have a headwind or tailwind?
A headwind will give a higher rate of climb. True or False?
In a glide descent, the point on the ground you are gliding to will be further away with a headwind. True
or False?
How much flare gives the best glide range?
When flying at low level, which side of a tree is it best to fly?
What is the technique to maintain control of the parachute after touching down when landing in a
strong wind?
Why don’t we rapidly reduce the power when near the ground?

